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The scruffy bass sits in the back row. His long, thick, curly brown hair and unkempt beard stand out among the neatly cut blonds in this Midwestern college choir at a Norwegian Lutheran liberal arts school. Each day he brings a new temperament to the room, ranging from anger to unbridled joy. When I pass Oscar in the halls of the music building it’s likely I’ll catch a foul four letter word and the saccharine whiff of an energy drink. But each day he is present—on time and on task. Whenever it’s his turn for daily devotion I hold my breath. Will he evoke the absurdist in us all, forcing a return to decorum? Or will his observation find a profound nugget of truth? That Tuesday was a tired day. Our Christmas program preparation was behind where it ought to be. Illness was creeping through the ranks, striking singers mute and extracting our collective energy. When Oscar lumbers to take his place in front of the ensemble, his peers are distracted and disquieted. A brief moment of silence washes over the room and the air shifts instantly. All are suddenly aware Oscar can barely speak, his voice breaking as he scrambles for the right words. “I’ve never been so moved as when I’m singing with you guys,” he manages to say. “The only time I’ve felt the power of something greater than me is when we are singing.” With his final Christmas concert imminent, Oscar has faced the realization that a valuable part of his life is nearly completed. An emotional tap, a certain transcendence that comes from singing in choir, singing in this choir, will be gone. Oscar is weeping.
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sacrificial love given by our Savior,” and then she supported us by saying, “I want you all to know that I love this choir, I love all of you.”

Another memorable devotion also came from 1 Corinthians. Sarah began with an enthusiastic reading of chapter 12 when Paul recounts the necessity and unique function of each member of the body, generating laughter when the eye says to the hand, “I do not need you.” She then beautifully equated each member of the choir as a member of a larger body. Each person has a gift that is so significant that it is fundamentally needed. She told us we were all needed, in terms of the ensemble and its ability to make music well, but also as individuals who mold one another’s lives.

Often times it is the non-scriptural devotions that impress on the students most. Once, a choir member recalled the time she was in line at the pharmacy and an elderly couple in front of her engaged her in conversation. Jenny reported that the topic of the Waldorf Choir came up and the couple gushed to her about how special the group was to them. They attended all our concerts and felt so blessed that they were able to witness young people create overwhelming beauty and share such moving, wonderful music. Jenny shared that she felt that a part of her life had meaning. Her devotional illustrated the way that even chance encounters can force us to scrutinize the spiritual issues that challenge us daily as we determine who we are, how we treat others, and how we carry ourselves in the world.

My students are profoundly touched by music because, as they toll through each piece, they must constantly wrestle with multiple strands of meaning. Choral music has the gift of text which adds a distinct communicative layer on top of notes, rhythms, and intonation. As a choir formed to serve a spiritual mission, we seek to communicate human emotions and the human condition through singing great texts of faith and experience.

Indeed, the bulk of our repertoire is inextricably linked to sacred theology and philosophy. Western choral music grew up under the auspices of the Roman Catholic Church, an institution that nurtured and shaped the genre throughout history. But, in addition to mass settings and psalms of David, we seek to represent other faith traditions, including the great spirituals from the African-American tradition, ancient Hebrew hymns, and most importantly, the chorales of the Lutheran church to which we are wed.

This diverse history of choral music allows my choristers to explore sacred and spiritual ideas within a range of contexts. This year alone, the Waldorf Choir will sing pieces by F. Melius Christiansen from the American Midwest Lutheran tradition, spirituals and gospel works from the African-American traditions, a setting of the Roman Catholic Requiem liturgy by Gabriel Fauré, and settings of sacred texts by composers from the sixteenth through the twenty-first centuries. Each distinct piece offers the students insight into the work’s genesis and its overall meaning.

During our course of study, my students learn that scholars speculate Fauré may have been moved to compose a Requiem in the years following both his parents’ deaths (Buchanan). They discover that Thomas Tallis was riven between two competing faiths, composing music in English for Henry VIII’s Church of England and in Latin for the Roman Catholic faith of his successor, Queen Mary. They also learn about how the elements of musical composition can convey meaning. By singing Mozart, they experience how an exploration in increased harmonic complexity heightens musical and emotional tension, and how, in a piece by the contemporary American composer Eric Whitacre, clusters of notes in a chord of sound can evoke the image of eternal light.

“The message of sacred music forces my students to unearth the profundity of spiritual ideas and the implications of these ideas on themselves and on humankind.”

Our primary function, though, is to explore the personal meaning of the music we sing as a choir. After a tough rehearsal recently, when energy seemed low and students were making simple mistakes, I returned to a piece we had performed with some regularity, a setting of the hymn Abide with Me. As we worked through each verse, the passion that had been evident in previous performances was not present. I stopped and asked each member to reflect on what this song means to him or her and to share responses with one another. After a few moments of chatter, I then went around the choir arbitrarily eliciting their individual responses. The students’ insights were full of depth and self-reflection; they used words such as “hope,” “commitment,” “strength,” “sadness.” Upon restarting the piece, the choir sang more expressively and more musically than when we had started. Each student had made a conscious connection between the notes and words of the music with an embodiment of their spirit.

The message of sacred music forces my students to unearth the profundity of spiritual ideas and the implications of these ideas on themselves and on humankind. For example, few of my choir members, because they are still young adults, have
had to confront death and the questions that surround it. Yet, with motivation and self-reflection, they can begin to grasp the anguish of the cries for mercy in the first movement of Gabriel Fauré’s Requiem. They can begin to understand the turmoil faced by someone who has lost a loved one—someone caught between his fearful, timid pleas to the Lord for eternal rest and his angry, frustrated demands for the Lord to listen to his pain. In the end, my students’ musical portrayal of the eternal light of paradise becomes clearer and brighter after they’ve wrestled to express the sorrow, fear, and torment of damnation.

“It is when my students fully grasp what it is they are singing that they develop a sense of why they are singing. This deep understanding of the music, of its context and meaning, brings about transformation.”

We’ve also been learning an African-American spiritual that has challenged the students to contemplate a profound faith in God. The experience of the slave teaches them that despite being horribly treated, humans who were debased, whipped, and tortured based on their skin color could have faith in a better life. For the slave, no matter how awful life on earth could be, there was always hope for a better life in the end. The question then turns to my students: how is it that such devotion can impact their own lives? What does it mean, in the hymn “Praise to the Lord,” for “all that hath life and breath” to come and praise the Lord? By contemplating these questions, they come to comprehend the idea that it is not just me or them but the entirety of creation that can find hope and thanksgiving in a greater power.

It is when my students fully grasp what it is they are singing that they develop a sense of why they are singing. This deep understanding of the music, of its context and meaning, brings about transformation. At times they least often expect it, my students are made aware of the power of the message they communicate. They see something about themselves they haven’t experienced before. And they see in the eyes of the audience the hearts of strangers forever touched.

From the stage, my singers witness tears, smiles, and applause of gratitude. I remind them prior to every concert that we don’t know for whom we are singing. Perhaps the little old lady in the front row has recently lost her mate of fifty years; or the family in the back has just learned that their child is ill; or the young couple off to the side is celebrating their first anniversary. Regardless of how large or how small, each audience is composed of unique individuals whose lives need spiritual nourishment, healing, and celebration. My students’ faith becomes stronger as they stir the audience in this way because they understand the power of the message of the Gospel and how compelling its foundation is to all of human experience. And every night they don their velvet robes, the students will change the life of someone who hears them by sharing the love, hope, and peace found in Christ.

As realization of this power grows, my students find it difficult to reach the end. When their time in choir comes to a close they share with their peers the difference that singing has made in their lives. Through choral music, music of the spirit, my students find their true expressive beings. They learn that they can reach out and transform the lives of their listeners, of those around them, and of themselves through a message of faith. And they discover that singing in such a manner brings great reward and fulfillment and provides meaning to their own lives.

The final song in our concerts actually occurs after the applause has died and the audience makes its way to the exits. As the choir members file off stage after a performance they return in silence to the dressing room, form a circle, and clasp hands. Closing their eyes they sing:

For I am sure that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord. (Romans 8:38-39)

The students affirm that their talent, their work, and their joy are in the service of God. This is a tradition that was implemented within the last ten years. It is a tradition that illustrates that the Waldorf Choir is not a staid institution. Rather, its spiritual life endures through each generation of individuals who stand in its ranks.

End Notes

1. The names of the students in this essay have been changed.
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